
NOW THIS POLICY WITNESSES that if during the Period of  Insurance the Property whilst in or on or being loaded on or unloaded from any road vehicle or passenger 
or goods train or whilst temporary housed in the ordinary  course of transit whether on or off said conveyances within the Territorial Limit shall be lost destroyed or
damaged by

FIRE THEFT OR ACCIDENTAL MEANS
Then the Company shall indemnify the Insured in respect of such loss destruction or damage but not exceeding the Limit of Liability specified in the Schedule or
the amount declared in the Schedule on each item of the Property Insured in respect of such transit

PROVIDED that if the total value of the Property in transit exceeds the Limit of Liability or the amount declared in respect of each transit then the Insured shall be 
considered as being his own insurer for the difference and shall bear a ratable share of the loss destruction or damage accordingly.

Non Consumer Insurance Contract

This Policy is issued in consideration of the payment of premium as specified in the Policy Schedule and pursuant to the answers given in your Proposal Form (or 
when you applied for this insurance) and any other disclosures made by you between the time of submission of your Proposal Form (or when you applied for this 
insurance) and the time this contract is entered into. The answers and any other disclosures given by you shall form part of this contract of insurance between you 
and Berjaya Sompo Insurance Berhad (hereinafter called “the Company”). However, in the event of any pre-contractual misrepresentation made in relation to your
answers or in any disclosures given by you, only the remedies in Schedule 9 of the Financial Services Act 2013 will apply.

This Policy reflects the terms and conditions of the contract of insurance as agreed between you and the Company.

“You and Your” or “The Assured” means the person(s) named on the Schedule as the assured.

NOW THIS POLICY WITNESSES that if during the Period of  Insurance the Property whilst in or on or being loaded on or unloaded from any road vehicle or passenger 
or goods train or whilst temporary housed in the ordinary  course of transit whether on or off said conveyances within the Territorial Limit shall be lost destroyed or
damaged by

FIRE THEFT OR ACCIDENTAL MEANS
Then the Company shall indemnify the Insured in respect of such loss destruction or damage but not exceeding the Limit of Liability specified in the Schedule or
the amount declared in the Schedule on each item of the Property Insured in respect of such transit

PROVIDED that if the total value of the Property in transit exceeds the Limit of Liability or the amount declared in respect of each transit then the Insured shall be
considered as being his own insurer for the difference and shall bear a ratable share of the loss destruction or damage accordingly.

Consumer Insurance Contract
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